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For you.  
(Not just creatives.) 
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Persuasion.



easy ways to make  
your presentations 

more persuasive and effective 
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FREEBIE! 
“Disarm your audience”  
to help soften up the room. 
Choose your own way.  

11.





“Why are we here?” 
Their needs + your needs.  1.



What are their 
motivations for  
listening to you?

How will this  
information  
benefit them?

How do they want 
to feel leaving your 
presentation??



less: What do I need  
to tell them?

more: What am I hoping 
they learn?

What are they hoping 
to take away from this 
presentation?



1. What’s the key thing (or things) 
you want them to get from your presentation?

3. What are the things that will help them 
    understand that one thing?

2. What is the benefit to them understanding 
    that one thing?



If you remember nothing else 
from this presentation, 
remember this one… 2.



Tell them what 
you’re going to tell them.  

Then tell them.  

Then tell them  
what you told them.  



We learn 
through repetition.  











Flow first.  
Design later.  3.



You don’t get to  
Chicago by just starting 
to drive up Lamar. 
(or Ponce) 







“Inverted Pyramid” 



Most important stuff

Stuff supporting that

Stuff supporting that



What to say vs.  
what to show.  4.



  
What you show: 

What you say: 

Key callouts 
Visuals that add context 
Think economically 

Context and detail 
Explanation 
“What you need to know.” 



How Most People Write Decks
Most people do give thought to what they’re going to say when 
presenting a deck. After all, that’s the point: they’re assembling the 
guts of something they’re going to say to a group of people. The 
problem is, most people actually write pages of the deck as their 
script, but they never consider what a pain in the ass it is to sit and 
listen to a person read everything that’s on a screen when you can 
visually read it faster than they can actually say it. And then you find 
you slowing down to stay with the pace at which they’re reading. 

But still, people put more and more on the page. Every word.  
• Carefully writing what they plan to say.  
• And every word they say shows up on the page.  
• This soon creates an insufferable deck that disrespects the audience 

And all along, the audience is reading, not listening. 

7%
8%

10%

11%

29%

35%

Some dumb chart

Rando raccoon doing jazz hands



Do not read your slides.  

Do not make people  
read your slides. 









Seven, +/- Two. 5.



George Miller

1956



Humans can only keep seven disparate  
stimuli in short term memory at a time. 

(plus or minus two)





7         +-2



Help me out: 
tell me what you  
just told me.  

Summarize complex  
information. 

Simplify multi-pronged  
thoughts. 







Insights and context are  
better than raw information.  6.



You know more  
than your audience. 



Tell them what you just 
told them.

Help them not only  
hear but to understand. 







You don’t need to be an artist.  
Just keep it simple.  7.



Don’t grab  
online clip art. 

Don’t stretch photos 
disproportionately.  



We’ve already done the hard work here.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ja_fiRbVKuii8PQWMQgQVNdMWEWP32aK1OOGB9mhAXI/edit#


Script yourself.  
Then bullet yourself.  
Then, record yourself. 8.







Know your material.  
Pace yourself and your room.  9.



Calculate your allotted time. 

Master presenting to that.  

Then try cutting that time  
by 1/4. Then 1/2.  



Surf the room. 
Read the room.  10 .







Slow down.  

Take breaths.  

Take the pulse of  
your audience.



Call your slides (“page 22”). Check in often. 



“Does this make sense?”



1. Balance your needs and theirs.  
2. Tell them, tell them, then tell them.   
3. Flow first. Design later. 
4. What to say vs. what to show. 
5. Seven +/- two. 
6. Insights/context beats information. 
7. Rely on templates. Don’t be an artist.  
8. Script, rehearse, record, review.  
9. Know your material. Pace yourself. 
10. Read the room. Surf the room 

10 :



Try to have fun.



Thanks.  
(+/- two.) 


